Momentum SX loudspeakers
The new Momentum SX series represents another significant step forward in
Neat’s loudspeaker performance.
The thought processes behind the changes were quite similar to those for
the Motive SX series.
The new SXT-A1 anodised aluminium tweeter developed for the Motive SX is
easily capable of the performance necessary for a Momentum class
loudspeaker. One of the reasons for the SXT-A1 outperforming all others
was the huge magnet structure that allows it to deliver dynamics that most
tweeters struggle with
The point to point hard-wired crossovers are low-order, utilising Mundorf MCap Supreme capacitors, M-Resist resistors and predominantly Mundorf aircored inductors.
The result of these revisions is a range of loudspeakers with incomparable
dynamics and insight, yet easy on the ear as well as the eye.
All models deliver the excitement of a music performance with a refined
quality that is equally at home with the Allegri Quartet as Rage Against the
Machine.
Momentum SX7i

Neat Momentums are visually deceptive designs, including more drive units than originally perceived. The
Momentum SX3i features an isobaric loaded mid/bass unit enabling it to deliver a low-end performance well in
excess of its modest appearance. The SX5i employs isobarically loaded sub-bass units mounted into the bottom
of the cabinet and firing downwards.

Momentum SX5i
Momentum SX3i

The new Momentum SX7i uses dual isobarically loaded Bass/Mid sections to reduce excursion and hence lower
distortion and increase dynamic headroom
headroom. It is supplied with a heavyweight solid slate plinth as standard.

The revised Momentum 4i, the SX5i, is also available with an optional slate base that adds stability, lowers the
centre of gravity and ensures the sub
sub-bass section fires into a consistent acoustic. The slate plinths can be retroretro
fitted to the Momentum 4i.
Finishes: American Natural Oak; American Walnut; Satin White; Black Oak

MOMENTUM SX3i Internal

Specifications

MOMENTUM SX5i Internal

Momentum SX3i

MOMENTUM SX7i
SX Internal

Momentum SX5i

Momentum SX7i
SX

Dimensions (HxWxD)

370/220/270mm

105/220/230mm

1200/220/270mm

Footprint (WxD)
Weight

220/270mm
10Kg Each

220/230mm
20Kg Each

240/290mm
35Kg Each

Shipping weight

26Kg pair

48Kg pair

80Kg pair

System type

2-way Reflex

2.5-way Reflex

2-way
way Reflex

Isobaric bass/midrange

Isobaric sub-bass section

Isobaric bass/midrange

Impedance

6 Ohms (minimum 4 Ohms)

8 Ohms (minimum 5 Ohms)

8 Ohms (minimum 6 Ohms)

Sensitivity

86 dB/1 watt

86 dB/1 watt

88 dB/1 watt
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